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ON THE ENTROPY OF A SPHERICAL PLASMA SHELL
M. BORDAG AND K. KIRSTEN
Abstract. Negative entropy was repeatedly observed in the Casimir effect caused by dissi-
pation or geometry. However, it was restricted to subsystems. Recently the question about
the entropy for a complete Casimir effect like configuration was raised. In the present paper
we consider a spherical plasma shell which can be considered as a (crude) model for a giant
carbon molecule (e.g., C60). The entropy is free of ultraviolet divergences and its calculation
does not need any regularization. We calculate the entropy numerically and demonstrate un-
ambiguously the existence of a region where it takes negative values. This region is at small
values of temperature and plasma frequency (in units of the inverse radius).
1. Introduction
Entropy is one of the basic notions for physical systems at finite temperature. It raised broad
interest over many decades in the past and appears to be a well settled topic at least in classical
physics. In quantum physics, new questions about the positiveness of entropy arose with the
observation of negative entropy in the Casimir effect, first in [1], later in [2] (for a more recent
overview see, e.g., the Introduction in [3]). It must be mentioned that in such systems one is
interested in the force between two slabs and only the interaction part of the free energy is
considered. This way, it is the entropy of a subsystem and its negative values alone would not
necessarily signal a thermodynamic instability. However, recently in [3] the entropy of a single
system, namely the electromagnetic field in the presence of a sphere carrying a delta function
potential, was investigated. Although there is no clear cut result from [3] (and a similar paper
[4] on a flat sheet) due to the divergences appearing in the course of the calculation, the question
about the sign of the entropy for a single body was raised.
We mention that negative entropy and negative specific heat were observed repeatedly, start-
ing as early as in [5] for stellar systems. In later work, [6] and [7], relations to phase transitions
were discussed. More recent interest is related, for example, to left-handed systems [8].
In the present paper we investigate the entropy of the electromagnetic field interacting with
a plasma sphere, i.e., the entropy of a single body, and show that there is a parameter region
where the entropy is negative. Parameters are the temperature T , the plasma frequency Ω and
the radius R of the sphere. Our result is free of ambiguities since we observe that the entropy
does not have any divergences, neither ultraviolet nor infrared, within this model.
The plasma sphere consists of a spherical shell carrying a continuous charged fluid. Its charge
is compensated by a homogeneous immobile background of opposite charge, whose entropy we
do not account for in this paper. Parameters are the mass m, the charge e and the density ρ
per unit area of its particles. These particles have a non-relativistic dynamics and the usual
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coupling to the electromagnetic field. The parameters combine into the plasma frequency
Ω =
4pie2ρ
mc
,(1)
which is the only parameter entering the equations for the electromagnetic field. This model
was investigated in a series of papers, mainly [9] (where µ corresponds to Ω, eq.(4.11)), and [10]
(where 2q corresponds to Ω, eq. (2.11)). It goes back to an earlier model for a two-dimensional
electron gas [11]. The model is aimed to describe the pi-electrons in the giant carbon molecule
C60 and it is called the hydrodynamic model in distinction to the Dirac model well known,
e.g., for graphene. For the C60-molecule see, e.g., the book [12], and for more recent interest
on this object, e.g., [13]. The interaction of the plasma shell with the electromagnetic field is
equivalently described by matching conditions the field modes (for TE and TM polarizations)
have to fulfil across the shell. These modes are the degrees of freedom whose thermodynamic
properties we investigate in this paper.
For the entropy S we follow standard textbooks, e.g., [14], and use its thermodynamic defi-
nition as a derivative of the (Helmholtz) free energy F ,
S = − ∂
∂T
F.(2)
The free energy is related by
F = −T ln(Z)(3)
to the distribution function Z (denoted by D in [15]), which is defined as
Z = Tr e−βHˆ ,(4)
where Hˆ is the Hamilton operator of the electromagnetic field together with the matching
conditions. It should be mentioned that Hˆ is hermite, although the spectral problem associated
with the TM mode is somewhat nonstandard due to the occurrence of double poles in the zeta
function [16]. This way, we have a mathematically well defined problem. The distribution
function Z, (4), can also be derived from a functional integral in Matsubara representation,
see, e.g., [17].
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce the model in detail.
In the third and fourth section we calculate the entropy and conclusions are given in the last
section.
Throughout the paper we use units with kB = ~ = c = 1. We use the notation ’TX’ in case a
formula is valid for both, ’TE’ and ’TM’ polarizations.
2. Electromagnetic field and spherical plasma shell
As said in the introduction, the model consists of the electromagnetic field interacting with
a spherical plasma shell of radius R. The plasma shell carries a fluid of charged particles with
mass m and charge e with density ρ. Eliminating the fluid variables from the corresponding
equations of motion, the Maxwell equations acquire matching conditions across the shell. This
model is described quite detailed in [9], where also older literature is cited. We mention that
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the polarizations of the electromagnetic field separate into TE- and TM-modes and the mode
expansions can be written in the form
ETE(t, r) =
∑
`≥1
|m|≤l
∫ ∞
0
dω
pi
1√
2ω
(
e−iωtgTE`,m(r)L
1√
L2
Y`,m(ϑ, ϕ)a`,m + c.c.
)
,
BTM(t, r) =
∑
`≥1
|m|≤l
∫ ∞
0
dω
pi
1√
2ω
(
e−iωtgTM`,m (r)L
1√
L2
Y`,m(ϑ, ϕ)b`,m + c.c.
)
,(5)
where the second line follows by duality and a`,m and b`,m are free coefficients. We mention that
the sums start from ` = 1 since the s-wave is absent in the considered model, in distinction to,
e.g., the scalar field. The functions gTX` (r) are the scattering solutions,
gTX`,m(r) = j`(ωr)Θ(R− r) +
1
2
(
fTX` (ω)h
(2)
` (ωr) + f
TX
` (ω)
∗
h
(1)
` (ωr)
)
Θ(r −R),(6)
expressed in terms of the spherical Bessel functions and of the Jost functions fTX` (ω). The
matching conditions on the electromagnetic field imply the following conditions on the mode
functions,
gTE`,m(r)|r=R+0 = g
TE
`,m(r)|r=R−0 ,
(
rgTE`,m(r)
)′
|r=R+0 −
(
rgTE`,m(r)
)′
|r=R−0 = ΩRg
TE
`,m(R),
(
rgTM`,m (r)
)′
|r=R+0 =
(
rgTM`,m (r)
)′
|r=R−0 , g
TM
`,m (r)|r=R+0 − gTM`,m (r)|r=R−0 = −
Ω
ω2R
(
rgTM`,m (r)
)′
|r=R ,
(7)
where Ω is the plasma frequency. For the TE mode these conditions are equivalent to a delta
function potential Ωδ(r − R) in the wave equation for a scalar field (in that case one has to
include the s-wave (` = 0) contribution). For the TM mode this condition can be related to
a delta’ potential with frequency dependent coupling – a relation which we do not use in the
present paper.
Inserting (6) into (7) the expressions
fTE` (ω) = 1 +
Ω
ω
jˆ`(ωR)hˆ
+
` (ωR),(8)
fTM` (ω) = 1 +
Ω
ω
jˆ′`(ωR)hˆ
+′
` (ωR)
follow representing the Jost functions in terms of the Riccati-Bessel functions, jˆ`(z) =
√
piz
2
Jl+ 1
2
(z),
hˆ+` (z) = i
√
piz
2
H
(1)
l+ 1
2
(z). Defining the phase shifts as usual by
f`(ω)
f`(ω)∗
= e−2iδ`(ω)(9)
one arrives at
tan δTE` =
−Ω
ω
(
jˆ`(ωR)
)2
1− Ω
ω
jˆ`(ωR)yˆ`(ωR)
, tan δTM` =
−Ω
ω
(
jˆ′`(ωR)
)2
1− Ω
ω
jˆ′`(ωR)yˆ
′
`(ωR)
,(10)
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with yˆ`(z) =
√
piz
2
N`+ 1
2
(z) (see [9], eqs. (4.11) and (4.12)). For completeness we also note the
Jost functions of imaginary argument,
fTE` (iξ) = 1 +
Ω
ξ
s`(ξR)e`(ξR), f
TM
` (iξ) = 1−
Ω
ξ
s′`(ξR)e
′
`(ξR),(11)
expressed in terms of the modified Riccati-Bessel functions.
From (10), the phase shifts can be expressed as
δTE` (ω) = arctan
−Ω
ω
jˆ`(ωR)
2
1− Ω
ω
jˆ`(ωR)yˆ`(ωR)
, δTM` (ω) = −
pi
2
+ arctan
1− Ω
ω
jˆ′`(ωR)yˆ
′
`(ωR)
Ω
ω
jˆ′`(ωR)2
(12)
with δTX` (ω) →
ω→∞
0. The behavior for small ω is dominated by the s-wave (` = 1) for the
TE-polarization and by a constant for the TM-polarization,
δTE` (ω) ∼
ω→0
− ΩR
4
3(3 + ΩR)
ω3δ`,1 + . . . , δ
TM
` (ω) ∼
ω→0
− pi + 2R
3
3
ω3δ`,1 + . . . .(13)
In the expansion of δTM1 (ω) the dependence on Ω appears only in higher orders (see the remark
on the Klauder phenomenon below in Sect. 4). For a discussion of the relation to Levinson’s
theorem see footnote 15 in [9].
The sum of phase shifts is defined by
δTX(ω) =
∞∑
`=1
(2`+ 1)δTX` (ω).(14)
For the TE modes, the convergence of the sum for `→∞ is very fast,
δTX` ∼
`→∞
`−2`,(15)
as can be seen from the asymptotic expansions of the Bessel functions for large index. This
way, for the TE polarization, δTE(ω) is a well behaved function of its argument. In contrast,
for the TM-polarization the sum of phase shifts does not exist because of their behavior for
ω → 0. However, below we will need only the derivatives of the sums over phase shifts,
δ′TX(ω) ≡
∂
∂ω
δTX(ω) =
∞∑
`=1
(2`+ 1)
∂
∂ω
δTX` (ω),(16)
and the mentioned problem does not occur. The convergence for ` → ∞ is as fast as in (14).
The expansions for ω → 0, following from (13), read,
δ′TE(ω) ∼
ω→0
− 3 · ΩR
4
3 + ΩR
ω2 + . . . , δ′TM(ω) ∼
ω→0
3 · 2R3ω2 + . . . .(17)
The derivatives of the sum of phase shift functions are shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen, the
function δ′TE(ω) is a quite smooth function whereas δ
′
TM(ω) has (finite) peaks growing in size
and narrowing with increasing ω. These peaks are located at or very close to ωc, which is
defined to be the solution of the equation
1− Ω
ω
jˆ′`(ωR)yˆ
′
`(ωR) = 0,(18)
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which is where the argument of the arctan in (12) goes through zero. It is interesting to
mention that the ωc in the limit of small ω turn into the plasmon normal modes discussed in
[18] (eq. (2.6)). For large ` these are located at
√
Ω
2R
(
`+ 1
2
)
as can be derived from Debye’s
expansion of the Bessel functions.
Figure 1. The derivatives of the sums of phase shifts for Ω = 5 and R = 1.
3. Free energy and entropy
The free energy, as defined in (3) can be related to the spectral problem associated with the
electromagnetic field discussed in the preceding section by
F =
∑
J
(ωJ
2
+ T ln
(
1− e−ωJ/T )) ,(19)
where ωJ are the eigenfrequencies of the modes of the electromagnetic field subject to the
matching conditions (7). Such representation for the free energy is the generalizations of the
corresponding formula for a single oscillator to a set characterized by the ωJ . It was used for
example for a conducting surface, eq. (5.1) in [19]. In (19) the summation index J assumes
a discrete spectrum, whereas in our model it will be continuous. Let us briefly describe the
well known procedure how to use representation (19) in that case. One has to put the system
into a large sphere of radius R˜ and to impose Dirichlet (or other) boundary conditions on that
sphere,
gTX`,m(R˜) = 0.(20)
The solutions ω = ωJ of this equation are discrete eigenfrequencies. Then one transforms the
sum over J into a contour integral,
F =
∑
TX=TE,TM
∑
`≥1
|m|≤l
∫
γ
dω
2pii
(
µ2sω1−2s
2
+ T ln
(
1− e−ω/T )) ∂
∂ω
ln gTX`,m(R˜),(21)
where the path γ encircles the real zeros of gTX`,m(R˜). In (21) we also introduced the zeta
functional regularization with parameter s > 3
2
for the ultraviolet divergencies and the arbitrary
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parameter µ having the dimension of a mass. The next step is to remove the large sphere by
tending R˜ → ∞. This procedure is also well known and described in detail, e.g., in [20] or in
the book [21]. Dropping the empty space contribution one ends up with the formula
F = E0(s) + ∆TF,(22)
where
E0(s) =
µ2s
2
∫ ∞
0
dω
pi
ω1−2sδ′(ω)(23)
is the vacuum energy and
∆TF = T
∫ ∞
0
dω
pi
ln
(
1− e−ω/T ) δ′(ω)(24)
is the temperature dependent part of the free energy. In the temperature dependent part we
could put s = 0 since there are no ultraviolet divergencies due to the decrease of the integrand.
In (23) and (24) we also introduced the notation
δ′(ω) = δ′TE(ω) + δ
′
TM(ω),(25)
where the δ′TX(ω) were defined in (16).
We mention that it is frequently possible to integrate by parts,
E0(s) = −µ
2s
2
(1− 2s)
∫ ∞
0
dω
pi
ω−2sδ(ω), ∆TF = −
∫ ∞
0
dω
pi
1
eω/T − 1δ(ω).(26)
It depends on the properties of the phase shifts δ(ω) whether this is possible or whether bound-
ary terms appear. We will not use this representation in the present paper. Also we mention
that it is possible to make a Wick rotation. For that one has to go back to phase shifts for the
individual orbital momenta (16) and further to the Jost function (11). One comes to
E0(s) = −cos(pis)
2pi
µ2s
∞∑
`=1
(2`+ 1)
∫ ∞
0
dω ω1−2s
∂
∂ω
ln f`(iω)(27)
and the usual Matsubara sum for ∆TF .
Let us stress that in the above formulas it is assumed that there are no bound states in the
spectrum. These would give additional contributions. It is well known that in our model,
electromagnetic field and matching condition (7), there are no bound states (we consider only
Ω > 0, see (1)). This may be seen from the Jost functions (11) at imaginary frequency which
have no poles. The vacuum energy (27) was calculated in [16].
In the present paper we are interested in the entropy S as given by eq. (2). Because of the
derivative, the vacuum energy does not contribute and we get from (2) and (24)
S =
∫ ∞
0
dω
pi
g
(ω
T
)
δ′(ω)(28)
with
g(x) =
x
ex − 1 − ln
(
1− e−x) .(29)
Due to the decrease of the function g
(
ω
T
)
in the integrand, there are no ultraviolet divergencies
in the entropy. Nevertheless ∆TF , (24), and S, (28), cannot be considered as physical. The
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problem is in their behavior at high temperature. As known (see, for example, eq. (5.51) in
[22]), for T →∞ we have
F = −
ζ(3)a 1
2
4pi3/2
(kBT )
3
(~c)2
− a1
24
(kBT )
2
~c
−
a 3
2
(4pi)3/2
kBT ln(kBT ) +O(T ),(30)
where we restored for the moment the dependence on kB, ~ and c. Here, the ak are the heat
kernel coefficients. We wrote done the dependence on ~ and c explicitly (usually it is included
in the coefficients). For the considered model the relevant ones were calculated in [16] and read
aTE1
2
= 0, aTE1 = −4piΩR2, aTE3
2
= pi3/2Ω2R2,
aTM1
2
= 8pi3/2R2, aTM1 = −
4pi
3
ΩR2, aTM3
2
= −10
3
pi3/2.(31)
We mention that the coefficients with k ≥ 1, being divided by 4piR2, turn for R → ∞ into
that of a flat sheet. The coefficients a 1
2
for both polarizations are nonzero for the flat sheet (see
eqs. (4.14), (4.28) and (4.29) in [23] where q corresponds to Ω/2).
Inserting (31) into eq. (30) we get for the considered model
F = −2ζ(3)R2 (kBT )
3
(~c)2
+
2piΩR2
9
(kBT )
2
~c
− 1
8
(
Ω2R2 − 10
3
)
kBT ln(kBT ) +O(T ).(32)
The next terms in (30) and (32) are a term linear in T , a constant, and terms involving inverse
powers of T . The T ln(T )-term and the term linear in T form the so called classical limit since
these do not involve ~. All higher orders of the expansion can be expressed in terms of the heat
kernel coefficients, see eq. (5.51) in [22], and are proportional to positive powers of ~.
As can be seen the displayed contributions have ~ in their denominators. Therefore these
must be considered as non physical and must be subtracted in analogy to the ultraviolet renor-
malization in the sense of a finite renormalization. An equivalent reason for that is the classical
limit of the entropy. As known, see. e.g., eq. (1.5) in [24], the entropy of any quantum system
does not exceed its classical limit. But in the classical limit the growth of the free energy with
temperature does not exceed the first power (up to logarithmic contributions).
Defining
F high = −2ζ(3)R2T 3 + 2piΩ
9
R2T 2(33)
and, using (2), accordingly
Shigh = 6ζ(3)R2T 2 − 4piΩ
9
R2T,(34)
we introduce
∆TF
subtr = ∆TF − F high(35)
and
Ssubtr = S − Shigh(36)
as the corresponding physical quantities. For a more detailed discussion of this procedure see
chapt. 5 in [22] and literature cited therein, especially [25].
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Out next point is to consider the low temperature behavior. We consider the temperature
dependent part of the free energy as given by eq. (24). After the substitution ω → ωT we use
the expansion (17) and get with (25)
∆TF = T
2
∫ ∞
0
dω
pi
ln
(
1− e−ω)((2− ΩR
3 + ΩR
)
R3ω2T 2 + . . .
)
= −pi
3
15
6 + ΩR
3 + ΩR
R3T 4 + . . .(37)
and, using (2),
S =
4pi3
15
6 + ΩR
3 + ΩR
R3T 3 + . . . .(38)
These contributions are subleading in ∆TF
subtr and Ssubtr whose expansions for T → 0 read
∆TF
subtr = −2piΩR
2
9
T 2 + 2ζ(3)R2T 3 − pi
3
15
6 + ΩR
3 + ΩR
R3T 4 + . . . ,
Ssubtr =
4piΩR2
9
T − 6ζ(3)R2T 2 + 4pi
3
15
6 + ΩR
3 + ΩR
R3T 3 + . . . .(39)
The expansions can be continued to higher orders by including higher orders of the expansions
(17). We mention that these expansions hold if T is smaller than all other dimensional
quantities involved.
The limit for T →∞ is
∆TF
subtr = −1
8
(
Ω2R2 − 10
3
)
T ln(T ) + . . . ,
Ssubtr =
1
8
(
Ω2R2 − 10
3
)
ln(T ) + . . . .(40)
As can be seen, for ΩR <
√
10/3, Ssubtr is negative.
With formulas (28), (34) and (36), together with the expressions for the phase shifts in terms
of sums of Bessel functions, we can calculate the entropy Ssubtr numerically. Its behavior for
low temperature is given by eq. (39), for high temperature by the classic limit (39). Examples
will be presented in the next section.
4. Numerical evaluation of the entropy
The main purpose of this section is to show that the entropy for the spherical plasma shell
can be negative. In this section we will set R = 1 as the dependence on R can be recovered by
purely dimensional reasoning. In order to observe that a negative entropy is indeed possible let
us restate eq. (34) and (36) using numerical values,
Shigh = 7.21234 T 2 − 1.39629 ΩT,
Ssubtr = S − 7.21234 T 2 + 1.39629 ΩT.(41)
As the plasma frequency Ω → 0, the configuration obtained is free space and the associated
value for the entropy S is Sfree = 0. So if we had S → 0 as Ω → 0, then clearly Ssubtr < 0 is
possible. This is so because for Ω small enough the second term in Ssubtr above would become
the leading contribution and a negative entropy would follow.
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` ωc [δ
TM
` (ωc)]
′ |ωc − ωh| g(ωc/T )[δTM` (ωc)]′ |ωc − ωh|g(ωc/T )[δTM` (ωc)]′
1 0.18052691 2860.2426 0.00035129 0.00177610 6.23928 · 10−7
2 0.24406326 287976 3.47228 · 10−6 0.00056127 1.94888 · 10−9
3 0.29214134 4.51670 · 107 2.21400 · 10−8 0.00107446 2.37887 · 10−11
4 0.33281602 9.65673 · 109 1.03555 · 10−10 0.00541509 5.60758 · 10−13
5 0.36882255 2.62036 · 1012 3.81627 · 10−13 0.05262237 2.00821 · 10−14
6 0.40151099 8.62814 · 1014 1.15900 · 10−15 0.83673547 9.69775 · 10−16
7 0.43167475 3.34282 · 1017 2.99149 · 10−18 19.672272 5.88493 · 10−17
Table 1. In this table, ωc denotes the location of the peak of [δ
TM
` (ω)]
′,
[δTM` (ωc)]
′ is the height of the peak, ωh is a frequency value such that [δTM` (ωh)]
′ =
[δTM` (ωc)]
′/2. The entry |ωc − ωh| is an estimate for the width of the peak, and
consequentially the last column gives an estimate for the contribution of the peak
to the entropy (28).
However, this limiting behavior is by no means guaranteed as is clear from the heat kernel
coefficients (31), which clearly show that as Ω → 0 one does not recover the heat kernel of
free space! This phenomenon is referred to as the Klauder phenomenon [26, 27], which roughly
states that sufficiently singular perturbations cannot be turned off to restore the unperturbed
free situation [28, 29]. However, as we will observe numerically, S gets smaller for smaller Ω,
which will render a negative entropy possible.
The main numerical complication in computing the entropy is the pathological behavior of
[δTM` (ω)]
′. It has a very sharp spike at the frequency ω = ωc, defined in eq. (18). The height
of that spike is increasing rapidly with `, whereas the width of the spike is decreasing rapidly
with `. For Ω = 5 the above description is substantiated in Figure 1. For smaller values of
Ω the behavior is so extreme that it cannot be meaningfully represented in a graph. Instead,
for Ω = 0.05 and T = 0.0105, in Table 1, we have summarized essential features. As is clearly
seen from these numbers, the combined effect of increasing height and decreasing width is that
the contribution of the spike to the entropy is decreasing with ` and in the relevant range of
parameters only very few angular momenta ` have to be summed to get very accurate values
for the entropy.
In order to get a rough idea about where to search for negative entropy, note that for suffi-
ciently small Ω, from (41) we want to search the region of parameters where
−0.721234T 2 + 1.39629 ΩT ∼ 0,
so more or less for Ω ∼ 5T . For Ω sufficiently small, this is indeed exactly the relevant range
as seen in Figure 4. If Ω is too large, S compensates the negative contribution from Shigh in
Ssubtr and a positive entropy results; see Figure 4. However, it is clearly seen that for small
enough Ω a temperature range with corresponding negative entropy exists.
The above numerical calculation is valid for small ΩR and for small T . For large T more
sophisticated numerical methods are necessary, especially due to the mentioned peaks in the
TM case. Thus for large T we are left with the analytical result (40).
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W=0.05
0.005 0.010 0.015 0.020
T
-0.0002
0.0002
0.0004
0.0006
S
subtr
W=0.1
0.005 0.010 0.015 0.020 0.025 0.030
T
0.0002
0.0004
0.0006
0.0008
0.0010
0.0012
0.0014
S
subtr
W=0.01
0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008
T
-0.00010
-0.00005
0.00005
0.00010
0.00015
S
subtr
W=0.001
0.0005 0.0010 0.0015 0.0020
T
-0.00001
-5. ´ 10-6
5. ´ 10-6
0.00001
0.000015
S
subtr
Figure 2. Total entropy as a function of T at R = 1. From top left, Ω = 0.1,
Ω = 0.05, Ω = 0.01 and Ω = 0.001, demonstrating the appearance of the region
with negative entropy.
5. Conclusions
In the forgoing sections we considered a model consisting of the electromagnetic field inter-
acting with a dispersive spherical plasma shell. The free energy and the entropy are given by
eqs. (22)-(24) and (28) in terms of the derivative of the summed scattering phase shifts,
S =
∫ ∞
0
dω
pi
(
ω/T
eω/T − 1 − ln
(
1− e−ω/T )) δ′(ω).(42)
An equivalent representation can be given after Wick rotation in terms of Matsubara frequen-
cies. Also, such representation can be obtained within the considered model if coupling the
plasma degrees of freedom to a heat bath as recently discussed in [30] for the interaction of
polarizable bodies. An application of this dissipative approach to the plasma sphere would be
an interesting generalization. Also we mention that similar formulas can be obtained within an
even more general approach like that resulting in the remarkable formula in [31].
It is interesting to mention that in [30] it was seen that formulas like (22)-(24) give the
complete free energy, i.e., including that of the polarizable fluid and the heat bath. It was also
shown that this is the complete free energy of the system if the dissipation is switched off. As
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mentioned in the introduction, the entropy of the neutralizing background was not accounted
for.
The free energy F consists of the vacuum energy E0 and the temperature dependent part
∆TF . The vacuum energy has the known ultraviolet divergences. These can be subtracted
within a renormalization procedure. A physical interpretation of this procedure, fixing the
known arbitrariness uniquely, i.e., including the freedom of a finite renormalization, was given
in [16] for the model considered in the present paper by demanding that in the limit Ω → ∞,
i.e., for large plasma frequency, Boyer’s result [32] on ideally reflecting sphere must (and could)
be reproduced.
In contrast to the vacuum energy, the temperature dependent part ∆TF of the free energy,
and with it the entropy S, are free of ultraviolet divergencies. It is to be mentioned that
this circumstance makes the use of any regularization unnecessary. However, ∆TF and S
need for a finite renormalization nevertheless. As discussed in Sect. 3, there are contributions
involving negative powers of Planck’s constant (see eq. (30)) which must be subtracted as being
unphysical. These subtractions can be considered as a finite renormalization which must be
done in addition to the ultraviolet renormalization of the vacuum energy. Within a counterterm
interpretation of the renormalization, this procedure implies temperature dependent counter-
terms. This way, also the entropy, although itself being free from ultraviolet divergences, needs a
renormalization. In addition we mention that the high temperature expansion of the free energy
cannot have higher powers than the linear one (and T lnT ) in (30), which is the classical limit,
and all other contributions must be proportional to positive powers of ~ as the contributions
O
(
1
T
)
in (30) do (see eq. (5.53) in [22]). We denoted the contributions from a 1
2
and a1 in (30),
i.e., the contributions with negative powers of ~, by Shigh, (34), and considered Ssubtr, (36), as
the physical entropy of the considered model.
In section 4 we investigated the entropy Ssubtr numerically and showed that there is a region
in the space of parameters T and Ω (in units of the radius of the sphere), where this entropy
takes negative values. This region is quite small and located at small values of T and Ω. These
results are shown in a sequence of figures, Figs. 2 to 5, from larger values of Ω, where S is
completely positive, to smaller values, where it has a region with negative values. We mention
that the renormalized vacuum energy also has a small parameter region, where it takes negative
values [16]. In Sect. 3 we have seen that for high temperature the entropy will take negative
values for ΩR <
√
10/3. These are the main results of our paper.
It is interesting to discuss the relation of our results with those for the ideally conducting
sphere obtained in [19]. The temperature dependence of the free energy (24) should directly
turn into that of a conducting sphere, consisting of the sum over the discrete eigenfrequencies
inside and an integral over the frequencies in the outside region where the phase shifts are
obtained as the formal limit Ω→∞ in (12). The leading behavior for T →∞ can be obtained
from (30) with the heat kernel coefficients of a conducting sphere. These are well known, see for
example eq. (9.132) in [22]. Taking TE and TM as well as inside and outside regions together,
one has a 1
2
= a1 = 0 and a 3
2
= 2pi3/2. Thus there are no subtraction terms (for taking inside
or outside or one of the polarisations alone there would be subtraction terms) and the leading
order for T →∞ follows from (30) to be
Fcond.sphere = −1
4
T ln(T ) + . . . ,(43)
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in agreement with [19], eq. (8.39).
Clearly the limit Ω → ∞ in (40) does not reproduce the free energy (43) of the conducting
sphere. The reason is in the heat kernel coefficients (31), which for Ω→∞ do not turn into those
of the conducting sphere. Mathematically, one has a singular potential like a delta function
and noncommuting limits. Physically, for the vacuum one performs the renormalization in
a way removing all contributions from the coefficients ak with k ≤ 2 leaving a renormalized
result which for Ω→∞ turns into that of the conducting sphere as done in [16]. For the free
energy, i.e., for the temperature dependent part, this procedure works with the contributions
proportional to T 2 and to T 3, but not for the T ln(T )-contribution. We keep this observation
as an open question. We would like to mention that in the approach taken in [3] and [4] the
strong coupling limit is claimed to come out correctly. For a comparison see the recent preprint
[33].
At the moment we do not give any interpretation to the negative entropy and restrict ourself
to showing its existence within the considered model. We mention that we calculated the
complete entropy of the electromagnetic field and the charged fluid. We remind that up to now
in Casimir effect configurations negative entropy was observed only in the interaction part,
for instance for two slabs (with dissipation) or two spheres or within the nice model of two
oscillators interacting through a third one [34]. Thereby only the interaction part of the free
energy was considered and with it only the interaction part of the entropy. As a consequence,
contributions were left out which could restore an overall positive value of the entropy.
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